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ADX Indicator Trend

I am researching the ADX (+DI-DI)indicator and am unsure as to the following: I understand that if the ADX is above
20-25 it is considered a trending market,however if the ADX is above 25, but is trending down, but still above 25, is

this still a trending market ? Or do I always have to have the ADX line rising ? I am also struggling with the relationship
of +DI and -DI. I read that when the +DI crosses above the -DI. it is bullish. However, does the location of the +DI and
-DI crossover with respect to the ADX make a difference ? Above or below ? Does anybody have some good input on
this ? Comment: I think that the SCAN site is a tremendous asset for helping others. I feel that Stock Charts has
everyone else beat hands down and appreciate everyone's help. Thanks....

adx  strategy

I'm reading Charles Schaap's book ADxcellence - it's very thorough and has offered me a lot of insight into using ADX
and DMI that I've never read anywhere else. I recommend the book, but it's expensive. You can also try your luck with
youtube instructional videos on ADX strategies. Some of them are quite helpful if you are a visual learner like

me...good luck.

Sometime ago I posted this link under " How to use ADX". Here it is again. This may give you some input.
http://shop.geckosoftware.com/pitnews/download/free/videos/tradingwithadxcellence/content

/Trading%20With%20ADXcellence/Trading%20With%20ADXcellence.html

I would suggest looking at the Stockcharts definition 1st, if you are a beginner or intermediate trader.

If you have some trading experience (3 to 5 years), you may be interested Linda Raschke's set ups using ADX. Just
Google her name and the term ADX together. There are several web sites which document her "Holy Grail" set up
using ADX and moving averages.

Good luck.

jjj: The chart school definition is quite good you can link to it here link text
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